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This study explores the relationship between the Order of the Temple and the network of landowning families that
supported it.
A revisionist approach to Eleanor of Aquitaine and the political, social, cultural and religious world in which she lived.
???????????,????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of The Kill Room by Jeffery Deaver. Investigating the assassination of a US citizen, the
investigative team of Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs discover there is more at play, and their lives are also in grave
danger. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Your hell and my hell, whose hell is deeper? It was you who pushed me to hell... Minato Kanae: To me, sunset is a
symbol of rebirth. Nominated for the Naoki Award, the highest honor in Japanese literary circles! Exclusive special
collection: self preface in traditional Chinese version + author interview! Hasebeka couldn't forget the snowy winter night.
She was still in kindergarten, but was once again locked on the balcony by her strict mother. In the biting cold wind, a thin
white hand stretched out from the other end of the balcony partition. None of them said anything, just pointing...
The twenty-seven papers published here represent a selection of those delivered at the Fourth International Conference
on the Military Orders in 2005. Architecture, archaeology and the part which the orders played in Europe are well
represented, along with work on northern and eastern Europe. Four papers deal specifically with military or naval
matters, while another four deal with the spiritual life of the brothers and sisters. Family relationships represent a growing
field of interest.
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Continuarea bestsellerului international Ultimul templier Anul 1203. Constantinopolul este asediat de un grup secret de
cavaleri templieri care se infiltreaza in biblioteca imperiala. Vor sa puna mana pe documente periculoase care nu trebuie
sa ajunga la dogele Venetiei. Secrete ascunse in codexuri declanseaza o aventura pe viata si pe moarte. Mileniul al IIIlea d. Hr. Sean Reilly agent FBI se strecoara in Arhivele Vaticanului acolo unde sunt depozitate documentele despre
Inchizitie. Tess Chaykin iubita lui a fost rapita si-si poate recastiga libertatea numai cu ajutorul unui document ascuns intrun mormant – Fondo Templari o istorie secreta a vestitilor templieri. Reilly sustrage documentul pretios si astfel incepe
lupta. Vandut in milioane de exemplare in SUA si Marea Britanie romanul Salvarea templierilor isi asteapta cititorii cu
povesti intamplari si personaje care infierbanta imaginatia. "
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Traditional Chinese edition of A Prisoner of Birth. A modern twist to Dumas's The Count of Monte Cristo, four upper-crust
friends from Cambridge University known as the Musketeers conspire to frame Danny Cartwright, an illiterate London
East Ender; very well-written journey of his escape and revenge against the Musketeers. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of A Reliable Wife by Robert Goolrick. The story opens in a windy and cold October in 1907 Wisconsin, at the
platform of a train station Ralph Truitt, a wealthy widower, awaits his mail order bride to arrive. He wanted a reliable wife, but she, as it turns
out, wants his estate and to be his widow. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
As a young woman, Roseanne McNulty was one of the most beautiful and beguiling girls in County Sligo, Ireland. Now, as her hundredth
year draws near, she is a patient at Roscommon Regional Mental Hospital, and she decides to record the events of her life.
Christianity needs powerful voices in today's world, voices from strong leaders guided by God and devoted to Christ. Spiritual Leadership will
encourage you to place your talents and powers at His disposal so you can become a leader used for His glory. . " " "
Decades after a traumatized scientist blows up a mine where workers have savagely attacked one another, FBI agent Sean Reilly
investigates the suicide of a Russian embassy attachâe and a mysterious device with a world-threatening capability.
Shows how the true teachings of Jesus were passed down through the centuries and shaped the vision of the Founding Fathers • Reveals
for the first time the hidden link that connects James the Brother, Islam, the Cathars, the Knights Templar, and Freemasonry • Shows how
the Founding Fathers used these teachings enshrined in Masonic principles to build a new nation With the success of Paul’s desire to
impose his vision for the Church, the true teachings of Jesus--as preserved by his family and disciples--were forced into hiding. This
clandestine movement was evidenced by such early groups as the Nazarenes, Ebionites, and Elkesaites but is generally thought to have died
out when the Church of Paul branded these groups as heretics. However, despite the ongoing persecution by the Roman Catholic orthodoxy,
this underground Jewish strain of Christianity was able to survive and resist incorporation into its more powerful rival. Jeffrey Bütz, author of
The Brother of Jesus and the Lost Teachings of Christianity, reveals for the first time the hidden theological link that connects James the
Brother of Jesus and the Ebionites with the religion of Islam, the Cathars, the Knights Templar, and Freemasonry. In The Secret Legacy of
Jesus, Bütz demonstrates how this centuries-old underground stream of Christ’s original teachings remained alive and how it surfaced again
in Colonial America, where the Founding Fathers used Masonic principles rooted in Jewish Christian teachings to establish what they
believed would be a “New Jerusalem.” With the rise of a fundamentalist Christianity, this potent spiritual vision was lost, but Bütz contends it
can be recovered and used to bring about the reconciliation of Christians, Jews, and Muslims throughout the world.
????:The Talisman

The Devil's ElixirDutton Adult
Complete with introductions, full commentary, glossary, and a guide to further reading, Medieval Worlds is a
comprehensive sourcebook for the study of Western Europe from the fifth to the fifteenth century. Drawing on a wide
range of documents, from chronicles, legal, state, and church documents, to biographies, poems, and letters from all over
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Europe, the authors expertly illustrate to the reader the unity – and complexity – of the medieval world. Amongst many
more, central issues discussed include: the diverse world of monasteries the Papacy the Crusades women the roles of
the town and countryside. Medieval Worlds presents the reader with a view of the medieval era as it was: one of
immense diversity with openness to new ideas, and outreach in areas from technology to natural philosophy.
When rival forces on both sides of the law discover the existence of a lost herb that induces profound experiences
capable of shattering the foundations of Western civilization, a violent competition to locate the herb is overseen by FBI
agent Sean Reilly and his girlfriend, Tess Chaykin, who race to prevent a cataclysmic disaster. By the best-selling author
of The Templar Salvation.
Chinese translation of Cynthia Kadohata's "Kira-Kira," the 2005 Newbery Medal Winner. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books,
Inc.
Focusing on modern-day fiction set in the Middle Ages or that incorporates medieval elements, this study examines
storytelling components and rhetorical tropes in more than 60 works in five languages by more than 40 authors.
Medievalist fiction got its “postmodern” start with such authors as Calvino, Fuentes, Carpentier and Eco. Its momentum
increased since the 1990s with writers whose work has received less critical attention, like Laura Esquivel, Tariq Ali,
Matthew Pearl, Matilde Asensi, Ildefonso Falcones, Andrew Davison, Bernard Cornwell, Donnal Woolfolk Cross, Ariana
Franklin, Nicole Griffith, Levi Grossman, Conn Iggulden, Edward Rutherfurd, Javier Sierra, Alan Moore and Brenda
Vantrease. The author explores a wide range of “medievalizing” tropes, discusses the negative responses of
postmodernism and posits four “hard problems” in medievalist fiction.
Chinese edition of The Wednesday Letters. The grown children of a couple who owned a bed-and-breakfast discover
their family history through letters written every week from their father to their mother throughout their years of marriage.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Angelology, a riveting thriller of the battle between ordinary people that will decide the fate of the world. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Modern study of the Hospitallers, of other military-religious orders, and of their activities both in the Mediterranean and in Europe has been
deeply influenced by the work of Anthony Luttrell. To mark his 75th birthday in October 2007 twenty-three colleagues from ten different
countries have contributed to this volume. The first section focuses on the crusading period in the Holy Land, considering the Hospital in
Jerusalem, relations with the Assassins, finances, indulgences, transportation and the careers of the brothers and knights. The second and
third sections move to the later Middle Ages, when the Hospitallers had their centre on Rhodes, and military and charitable activities in the
East had to be supported with men and money from the West. The papers in the second section consider the Hospitallers on Rhodes,
relations between Rhodes and the West and plans for crusades, while the third section includes papers on the Hospitallers in the Iberian
Peninsula and in Hungary, the territorial administration of the Order of Montesa in Valencia, a plan to transfer the headquarters of the
Teutonic Order from Prussia to Frisia, and a Hospitaller reconsideration of warfare and learning on the eve of the council of Trent. The final
paper proposes new definitions and guidelines for future work on the military-religious orders. The authors include both well-known experts
and younger scholars who promise to follow in the footsteps of Anthony Luttrell and to continue research into the Hospitallers and their fellow
orders, these peculiar European communities avant la lettre.
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